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ABSTRACT
We investigate experimentally and analytically the effect of initial shapes, arc and cosine wave, on the static
and dynamic behavior of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) arch resonators. We show that by
carefully choosing the geometrical parameters and the initial shape of the arch, the veering phenomenon
(avoided-crossing) among the first two symmetric modes can be strongly activated. To demonstrate this, we
study electrothermally tuned and electrostatically driven initially curved MEMS resonators. Upon changing
the electrothermal voltage, we demonstrate high frequency tunability of arc resonators compared to the
cosine-configuration resonators for the first and third resonance frequencies. For arc beams, we show that
the first resonance frequency increases up to twice its fundamental value and the third resonance frequency
decreases until getting very close to the first resonance frequency triggering the veering phenomenon.
Around the veering regime, we study experimentally and analytically the dynamic behavior of the arc beam
for different electrostatic loads. The analytical study is based on a reduced order model of a nonlinear EulerBernoulli shallow arch beam model. The veering phenomenon is also confirmed through a finite-element
multi-physics and nonlinear model.

Keywords: Arch, nonlinearity, vibrations, micro and nano systems, veering, near-crossing, electrothermal
and electrostatic actuation
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1.

Introduction

Bistable structures have been the center of focus for several applications, such as energy harvesting [1],
memory [2], logic [3], and filtering [4]. Bistable structures at the micro and nano scale can be realized by
intentional fabrication (arches) [3-4] or by tuning a control parameter, as in buckled structures [5].
Several actuation mechanisms have been used to tune the behavior of bistable structures through axial
loads, such as electrostatic [6], piezoresistive [7], and electrothermal [4-5]. The static and dynamic buckling
behavior of different electrothermally actuated bistable structures have been investigated, such as U-shaped
structures [8], V-shaped structures [9], and clamped-clamped structures [10-11]. Thermal actuation is also
used to tune the resonance frequencies of bridge structures [5, 12] through controlling their stiffness.
The variation of the axial load, which accordingly changes the curvature of arch structures, can lead to
coupling among the different modes of vibration, which can be linear in the case of veering [4] or nonlinear
in the case of internal resonance [13]. Those modes can be coupled mechanically [14], electrically [15],
among the structure itself [16], and through internal resonances [15, 17]. In a recent work [4], the veering
phenomenon among the first two vibrational modes of an electrothermally tuned arch beam was exploited
and demonstrated experimentally for filtering applications.
The phenomena of frequency crossing and veering [18-31] have long attracted attention in the classical
structural dynamics. When two frequencies approach each other as varying a control parameter, they either
crossover or veer from each other. Crossing occurs mostly among two frequencies of symmetric and
antisymmetric modes. On veering (avoided-crossing), on the other hand, two frequencies get close to each
other, as changing a control parameter, and then deviate away from each other. Mathematically, it is due to
the linear coupling among the two involved modes. In the veering regime, both modes get affected by the
shape of each other (hybridization) and then each one continues along the path that the other would have
taken if they would to cross. Veering has been reported to occur among symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes in cable-spring system [22, 24-25], plates [19], and curved beams [23]. It was also shown to occur
among the symmetric modes of curved beams [18], sagged cables [24-25], CNTS [31], and curved
cylinders [27]. Also it was demonstrated in discrete systems in spring [28-29], pendulums [21].
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Among the early works, Petyt and Fleischer [18] investigated using the finite element method the variation
of the frequencies of circular curved beams as varying the subtended angle. They showed the crossover of
symmetric and antisymmetric frequencies and the veering among the symmetric frequencies.
The veering terminology was first dubbed by Leissa [19] who indicated that veering can occur among two
degenerate modes of a membrane due to numerical discretization errors. On the other hand, Perkins and
Mote [20] have proven that the avoid-crossing can physically occur in continuous and discrete systems.
Lacarbonara et al. [30] studied the nonlinear vibrations of a hinged-hinged beam accounting for the
interaction among the first two modes (first symmetric and antisymmetric). Both crossover and veering
phenomena are shown as varying the stiffness of the torsional spring at the end of one boundary.
Veering has been reported recently on micro and nano curved structures and arch beam [4, 31]. The static
and dynamic behavior of arch beams under electrostatic actuation is well investigated in the literature [3139]. At the nanoscale, many studies have investigated the static and dynamic behavior of clamped-clamped
CNTs (slack). Sazonova et al. [32] reported experimental investigations showing veering and indicated the
importance of slack on the dynamical behavior of CNTs.
In previous works, we demonstrated the tunability of arch shaped beams [5-6] with various actuation
mechanisms, electrothermal and electrostatic, and for various applications, such as logic [3], memory [40]
and filtering [4]. These investigations were mainly experimental. Also, the static and dynamics of arches
under electrostatic excitation have been investigated [37-38, 41-43]; however assuming idealized buckled
beam configuration as the initial shape. No veering has been reported in these studies. One can note that
despite the extensive work on the mechanics of arches, veering of arches has been rarely reported, and with
no experimental presented data. There is a lack for consistent analytical and experimental work into the
veering phenomenon, and particularly, on the forced vibration response of arches before, at, and after
veering. Most of the theoretical studies of arch beams assume an initial cosine-wave shape (similar to the
buckled configuration) except for few studies. For example, the static and dynamics of curved cables/beams
of an arc shape were investigated in [43-48]. Also, in [43], the exact profile of a micromachined arch after
fabrication, as scanned optically, was used in the model and was shown to yield better agreement with the
experimental data.
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In this w
work, we aim to study analyytically and experimentally
e
y the effect off the arch inittial shape on the
activationn of the veerinng phenomenoon. We aim to investigate thhe variation off the resonancee frequencies aand
specially the dynamic rresponse of thhe system undeer consideratioon around the veering rangee (before, on, aand
w
applyingg a DC bias, ann AC electrosstatic force, annd a
after veerring of the firsst two symmeetric modes) while
constant eelectrothermall voltage.
The rest of
o the paper iss organized ass follows. Thee nonlinear Euuler-Bernoulli beam equatioon combined w
with
the heat conduction
c
eqquation is solvved in Sectionn 2. The expeerimental setuup and results are presentedd in
Section 3. A discussionn of the variattion of the eiggenvalues is prresented in Section 4. The dynamic
d
respoonse
of the currved beam undder electrostatic forcing andd at a constant electrothermaal load is reporrted in Sectionn 5.
Finally, thhe main concluusions are sum
mmarized in Section
S
6.

2.

P
Problem
Form
mulation

The devicce under consiideration is m
made of siliconn and consists of an initiallyy a curved clam
mped-clampedd beam, Fig.
1, of an innitial shape ŵ
w
(buckledd) shape and E
Eq. (1.b) for ann arc shape:
w0 ( x̂ ) governed by Eq. (1.a) for a cosine wave
1 
x̂ 
ŵ0 ( x̂ )   b̂0  1  coss( 2 ) 
2 
l 



(1.a)



2 

 u 1  x̂  - u x̂ 
ŵ0 ( x̂ )   b̂0  R  R 2  x̂  l
2 



(1.b)

where x̂ is the positioon along the m
microbeam annd b̂0 represennts the rise at the mid-poinnt of the arch. u( x̂) and R
m has Young’s modulus E,
represent the Heavisidee function andd the radius oof the arc, resppectively. The curved beam
o both configgurations is assumed to be
material ddensity ρ, lenggth l, width b, and thicknesss h. The cross section area of
rectangular A = bh witth a moment of
o inertia giveen by I = bh3/12.
/
The curveed beam is seeparated from a stationary
electrode with a gap wiidth d. The cuurved beam is actuated electtrostatically byy a DC polarizzation voltagee VDC and an
monic voltage oof amplitude VAC and frequeency ̂ and is subjected to a viscous dam
mping of coeffiicient ĉ. The
AC harm
electrotheermal voltage VTH is appliedd between the anchors of thee curved beam
m inducing a cuurrent ITH passsing through
the beam that heats up it and controlss its internallyy induced axiall stress.

(a)

(b)
4

(c)
Fig. 1: Schhematic of an ellectrothermally actuated clampped-clamped shaallow arch (a) ccosine wave (b) arc shape. (c) T
The profile of
both cosinne wave and arc configurations highlighting their difference.

Referringg to [12] and tthe Fourier’s llaw, the equation governingg the average ttemperature aacross the crosss-section of
the curved beam T [ x̂ ] , induced by thhe electrical ccurrent ITH, is ggiven by



d 
dT 
2
 k (T )
  J  e (T )
dxˆ 
dxˆ 

(2)

where k((T) is the thermal conducctivity of thee microbeam material, whhich has a nnonlinear dependence on
temperatuure.  e (T ) dennotes the electtrical resistivitty, which is asssumed to havve linear depenndence on tem
mperature for
the dopedd silicon. The ends of the bbeam are assum
med to be at room
r
temperaature Ta. The current densitty, J, can be
written ass a function oof the DC elecctrothermal vooltage VTH, J  VTH e (T )l . Therefore, thhe Fourier’s laaw equation
can be wrritten as


d 
dT 
V 2
 k (T )
  TTH 2
dxˆ 
dxˆ   e (T )l

(3)

Thus, the variation of thhe temperaturre along the miicrobeam induuces a compressive stress, SŜ TH , given by

ŜTH 

EA l
  ( T )T [ x̂ ]  Ta dx̂
l 0

(4)

where α(T
T) is the coeffi
ficient of therm
mal expansion,, which is assuumed to be deppendent on tem
mperature.
The therm
mal and electriical parameterrs are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Thhermal and elecctrical propertiees of the silicon microbeam.
Parameterrs
k(T) [49]

Expression/Value

k( T ) 

2 .7

 2 . 2  10

 11

T

3

 9  10  8 T 2  10  5 T  0 . 014

ρe(T) [49]

 e ( T )   0 1   T  Ta 

ρ0 (electriccal resistivity att room temperatture Ta) [12]

1.14 10-4 Ωm

η (resistiviity temperature coefficient) [122]

2.28 10-3 K-1

α(T) [50]

 ( T )  3.755  1  e 5.8810 T 125   5.548  10  4 T  10 6

5
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The governing equation of motion of the curved beam under consideration, Fig. 1, describing its transverse

ˆ (xˆ,tˆ) in space and time tˆ is written as [37, 51]
deflection w
2

bh

 ŵ
t̂

2

4

 EI

 ŵ
x̂

4

 ĉ

ŵ
t̂

2
l
ŵ dŵ0
EA   ŵ 
  2 ŵ d 2 ŵ0  


N̂



 2
2
2 


x̂
d
x̂


x̂ dx̂
x̂
2
l

 

0 



  1 ( VDC  V AC cos( ˆ t )) 2
 dx̂   b
(5)
2
  2


d

ŵ

ŵ
0
 

The microbeam is subjected to the following fixed-fixed boundary conditions:
wˆ
wˆ
wˆ (0, tˆ)  wˆ (l , tˆ)  0 and

0
ˆ
x (0,tˆ) xˆ (l ,tˆ)

(6)

The term N̂  N̂ 0  ŜTH represents the tensile axial load, where N̂ 0 is arising from the fabrication process and

ŜTH denotes the thermal compressive stress given by Eq. (4).

presented the dielectric constant of the medium.

For convenience, we introduce the nondimensional variables

w

ŵ
x̂
t̂
b̂
ŵ
; x  ;t 
; w0  0 and b0  0
d
l
TS
d
d

(7)
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where TS  bhl EI is a time scale. Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), we obtain the nondimensional

equation of motion of the beam



1
 w
 2 w 4 w
w    2 w d 2 w0 


c
N





1 
2
4
2
2 


t   x
 x
dx 
t
x
0





2

2

( V  V cos( t ))2
w dw0   
 dx    2 DC AC
x dx   
1  w  w0 2


(8)

subjected to the nondimensional boundary conditions

w(0, t)  w(1, t)  0 and

w
w

0
x (0,t ) x (1,t )

(9)

The parameters appearing in Eq. (8) are defined as
d 

2

1  6   ; N  N0  STH ; N0 
h

3.

2
6 l 4
l4
l2
ĉ and   TS ˆ
N̂0 ; STH  l ŜTH ; ;  2  3 3 ; c 
EI
EIT
EI
Eh d

(10)

Experimental Setup

The experimental validation was conducted on intentionally fabricated arc beams with specific initial shapes. The
arc beams were fabricated by MEMCAP [52], from SOI wafers with highly conductive Si device layer. To
determine the resonance frequencies as well as the frequency response of the structures, we use a stroboscopic video
microscopy from Polytec [53], Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Exxperimental setuup.

b
are acttuated electrothermally by passing a DC
C current, ITHH, through them
m, Fig. 3. Also, they are
The arc beams
actuated electrostaticallly to excite tthe structure into vibrationn. Three casee studies preseented in Tablle 2 will be
investigatted.

Fig. 3: An SEM image off the arch beam showing in scheematic the electtrothermal and eelectrostatic acttuation circuits.
Table 2. G
Geometrical propperties of the sillicon microbeam
m.
Quantity
Arc Beam 1
L
Length (μm)
600

4.

Arc Beam
m2
600

Arrc Beam 3
800

T
Thickness (μm)

2

2

2

Width (μm)

25

25

25

Initial risee at the mid-point (μm)

2

3

2.6

Gap (μm)

7

8

8

E
Eigenvalue
Problem

s
we examine the vvariation of tthe resonancee frequencies of both shappe configurattions, under
In this section,
consideraation, as a funnction of the ccompressive looad induced bby the thermall voltage. Hennce, the electroostatic force
term is drropped from tthe equations.. The deflectioon of the archh under the ellectrothermal force is split into a static
deflectionn w s ( x ) due tto VTH and a sm
mall dynamic deflection w d ( x , t ) [37, 51].
The staticc equation is ggoverned by
d 4 ws
dx

4

 2
 d ws d 2 w0

 
2
dx 2
  dx



 N   1


0

1




 dw 2
dw
w s dw0   
 s   2
 dx 
ddx dx   
 dx 


with the aassociated bouundary conditiions
7

(11)

dws
dx

ws (0)  ws (1)  0 and


x 0

dws
dx

0

(12)

x 1

The linearized equation of motion describing the small dynamic behavior of the curved beam around the new static
configuration induced by VTH and governed by Eq. (11) is derived by substituting w ( x , t )  w s ( x )  w d ( x , t ) into
Eq. (5) and dropping the terms representing the equilibrium position, the electrostatic force, and the nonlinear terms.
The outcome equation becomes

 

1 dw
 2 wd  4 wd 
s

 N  1 
0  dx
t 2
x 4




2

2

1  dw
dw  w
dw s dw0    2 wd
 2 1  s  0  d
 dx 
dx  x
0  dx
dx dx   x 2




  d 2 ws d 2 w0

 dx 
2
dx 2
  dx






(13)

with the associated boundary conditions
wd (0, t )  wd (1, t )  0 and

wd
x


x  0, t

wd
x

0

(14)

x 1,t

We resort to the Galerkin discretization to represent the dynamic deflection wd ( x , t ) and to solve the eigenvalue
problem of the curved beam under the DC thermal voltage [51]. Toward this, we let
n

wd ( x, t ) 

u (t) (x)
i

(15)

i

i 0

where ui(t) (i=0,1,2..n) denotes the nondimensional modal coordinates and

i(x)

(i=0,1,2..n) denotes the mode shape

of the unactuated straight clamped-clamped beam.
Then, we substitute Eq. (15) into Eq. (13), multiplying the outcome by the mode shape

j

and integrating over the

beam domain (from 0 to 1), which yields the below equation [51]

 

2

1  dw
dw dw   1  n


s
 2 s 0  dx   j   uii ' ' dx
dx

N





1 0
0  
0
dx dx  
 dx
i 0
 i 0



1  dw
 1  d 2 ws d 2 w0 
dw  n
 2 1   s  0  uii '  dx  j 

dx
2
dx
0
dx 2 
 i 0
 dx
 0  dx
1



u j    j 

n

uii

( iv )

(16)

Using five symmetric modes [12], we compute the Jacobian of the system of the five obtained equations, for each
VTH, and find the corresponding eigenvalues and mode shapes. Then, we compute the resonance frequencies of the
resonators, at constant VTH, by taking the square root of these eigenvalues.
Fig. 4 shows the variation of the first two symmetric resonance frequencies of the curved beams while tuning VTH,
experimentally and analytically for the two configurations. One can note that for all the case studies, the arc
configuration shows a good agreement with the experimental results compared to the classically assumed cosinewave (buckled) configuration. As shown in Figs. 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c), for the buckled configuration, the first
resonance frequency increases while increasing VTH and then slows down, almost flattens, as it gets close and passes
the third resonance frequency. The third resonance frequency decreases slightly with increasing VTH then starts to
increase when getting close to the first resonance frequency. As noted, the first and third resonance frequencies
never get too close to each other except for arc beam 3, Fig. 4(c).
On the other hand, and as proven experimentally, for the arc configuration, higher tunability is achieved for both
resonance frequencies. The first resonance frequency increases as high as twice the fundamental frequency at zero
8

electrotheermal voltagee. The third rresonance frequency decreeases and getts much closeer to the firsst resonance
frequencyy, where bothh modes deviaate from eachh other. Fig. 44(c) shows thhat for arc beeam 3 the first and third
resonancee frequencies get very closee at a critical electrothermaal voltage. Theen, they alter their directionns, and each
frequencyy continues aloong the path thhat the other ffrequency wouuld have takenn if they crosseed, i.e., the firsst resonance
frequencyy decreases w
while the thirdd resonance frequency
f
incrreases. This ddemonstrates the veering phenomenon
p
(avoided--crossing), whhich is a mechaanical way to llinearly couple the two invoolved modes.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4: Thhe variation of tthe first two syymmetric resonaance frequenciees while varyinng the electrothhermal voltage of
o the curved
beams for (a) Arc beam 11, (b) Arc beam 2, and (c) Arc beam
b
3.

To further verify the avvoided-crossinng behavior foor arc beam 3,, we analyticallly study the vvariation of thhe resonance
frequencyy as varying the compressive load for the same beaam but with ddifferent thickknesses, Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a)
indicates that veering ccannot be activvated for cosinne-wave configguration. Fig. 5(b) shows thhat for a speciffic thickness
the third rresonance freqquency decreaases until gettiing very closee to the first reesonance frequuency. The figgure verifies
the avoidded-crossing bbehavior. Thiss presents a way
w to choosse the geomettric parameterrs of such cuurved beams
carefully to activate or avoid the veerring phenomenon depending on the targetted applicationn.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: T
The variation off the first two symmetric ressonance frequenncies of Arc beeam 3 for diffe
ferent thicknesses and while
changing tthe nondimensioonal compressivve stress. (a) Coosine wave shappe. (b) Arc shape.

For arc beeam 3, we invvestigate the vaariation of thee different modde shapes arouund veering byy solving the m
mode shapes
problem associated wiith Eq. (16). T
Table 3 shows the variation of the first two symmetrric modes as varying the
electrotheermal voltage.. One can notee the interchannge of mode shapes
s
among the first and third
t
vibrationnal modes at
veering. T
This explains tthe increase inn sensitivity, aafter veering, of
o the third moode compared to the first moode.
Table 3. Thhe first two sym
mmetric mode shhapes for variouus electrothermaal voltages corrresponding to Fiig. 4c.
VTH (V)
Modee 1
Moode 3
0

3.5

4.25

4.5

10

4.55

4.6

4.625

4.75

5

6

7

8

9

11

In order tto prove the vvalidity of thee different assumptions madde by the analytical model,, we conduct a 3D multiphysics fi
finite-element FE simulationn using the coommercial finnite element sooftware COM
MSOL [54]. Thhe arc shape
(arc beam
m 3) is implem
mented in the model
m
since it better describbes the behavioors of the fabrricated curvedd beams. For
the differrent physical ddomains in thhe developed m
model, the Soolid Mechanicss, Electric Cuurrents, and Heat Transfer
interfacess are implemeented. For the Electric Curreents module, aan electrical ppotential and a ground weree defined on
top of thee anchors to alllow passing aan electrical cuurrent trough a conductor annd to simulatee the Joule’s hheating. The
detailed FE
F proceduree is presentedd in [12]. A ggood agreemeent is shown in Fig. 6(a) among the exxperimental,
analyticall, and finite eelement resultts. The first aand third mode shapes forr different eleectrothermal voltages
v
are
depicted in Figs. 6(b), 6(c) and 6(d)), and 6(e). A good agreem
ment is shownn among the m
mode shapes aand those in
Table 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 6: (a)T
The variation oof the first two ssymmetric resonnance frequenciies while varyinng the electrothhermal voltage oof arc beam 3
experimenntally, analyticallly, and using a finite element model. (b)-(e):: The first threee mode shapes of
o the arc beam
m for different
electrotherrmal voltage obtained by the FE
E model for (b)) VTH=0V, (c) VTTH=4.625V, (d) VTH=4.75, and ((e) VTH=9V.
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5.

D
Dynamic
Anaalysis

Next, we further analyzze the forced vibration respponse near thee veering phennomenon of arrc beam 3. Whhile exciting
m electrostaticaally, we study the dynamic response befoore, at, and affter veering; i..e., for different values of
the beam
electrotheermal voltage.
Fig. 7 shhows differentt frequency reesponses, obtaained experim
mentally, of thhe arc beam fo
for various eleectrothermal
voltages and different excitation electrostatic vooltages. Fig. 77(a) shows thee dynamic response beforee veering at
VTH=3.5V
V. The amplituude of vibratioon of the first mode is highher than the thhird mode, as expected sincce it is more
sensitive than the thirdd mode to thhe electrostaticc forcing. As increasing thhe electrostaticc voltage, thee first mode
minated by thhe quadratic noonlinearity cooming from thhe beam curvaature and the electrostatic
exhibits ssoftening (dom
force) annd the third m
mode exhibitts hardening (dominated by
b the cubic nonlinearity coming from
m mid-plane
stretchingg; where the quuadratic nonlinearity seems weaker here).
Getting m
much closer too the veering regime,
r
VTH=44V, the amplittude of vibratiion of the thirrd mode startss to increase
comparedd to the one off the first modde as increasinng the electrosstatic force, ass shown in Figg. 7(b). This suggests
s
that
the third mode starts too take energy from the firstt mode. At veeering, VTH=4.55V, both modees, first and thhird, start to
m
for different electrostaatic voltages
exchangee energy. Fig. 7(c) displays equal amplituude of vibratioon for both modes
(i.e., samee sensitivity too the electrostatic force for both
b
modes).
After the veering zone,, the third modde starts to be more sensitivve than the firsst mode as shoown in Fig. 7(dd) (VTH=5V)
and Fig. 7(e) (VTH=6V
V). Figs. 7(d)) and 7(e) dem
monstrate thaat after veerinng the third mode
m
takes thhe nonlinear
propertiess of the first mode before veering. Indeeed, it starts to exhibit sofftening behavvior for high electrostatic
forcing innstead of harrdening behavvior. That meaans that the cubic
c
nonlineearity starts too dominate thhe quadratic
nonlinearrity after veeriing. One can note that, forr the same appplied electrosttatic force, thee maximum amplitude
a
of
vibration at the third reesonance frequuency at VTH=
=5V is higher tthan at VTH=44.5V, contrary to what is exppected since
more by increaasing the electtrothermal volltage. Figs. 7((d) and 7(e)
the stiffneess and the riise at mid-poiint increase m
demonstrrate that the reesponse of thee first mode hhas weakenedd after veeringg. The first m
mode shows aalso signs of
hardeningg behavior in tthis regime.

(b)

(a)
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(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 7: Freequency responnse of arc beam (3) under diffeerent electrostattic loads for diffferent constantt electrothermall voltages. (a)
VTH=3.5V (before veeringg), (b) VTH=4V (close
(
to veerinng), (c) VTH=4.5V
V (on veering), (d) VTH=5V (affter veering) annd (e) VTH=6V
(after veerring).

To simulate the dynam
mic response of the arc beeam under eleectrostatic forrcing and at a constant eleectrothermal
we discretize E
Eq. (8) using the Galerkin pprocedure, whhich yields a rreduced order model (ROM
M). To do so,
voltage, w
the transvverse deflectioon of the arc beeam is writtenn as [51]
n

w( x, t ) 



qi (t )i ( x)

(17)

i 0

where qi((t) (i=0…n) arre the nondim
mensional moddal coordinatees and φi(x) (ii=0…n) are thhe mode shappes obtained
either by solving the eigenvector prooblem associaated with Eq. (16) at a consstant electrothhermal voltagee or those of
the unactuuated straight beam.
Followingg [437, 51], w
we first multiplly Eq. (8) by 1  w  w0 2 inn order to reduuce the compuutational costs (integration
of a num
merator term iss much less eexpensive thann a dominatorr term). Then,, by substitutiing Eq. (17) iinto Eq. (8),
multiplyinng by φj(x) annd integrating along
a
the arc bbeam, this yiellds n algebraicc equation in tterms of qi(t)
n



n

Mij qi ( t ) 

i 0



cij qi ( t ) 

i 0

n

K q ( t )  Fm  Fe ( t )
ij i

j

(j  0...n)

j

i 0

where
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(18)









1

M ij  i ( x ) j ( x )1  w( x )  w0 ( x )2 dx
0

1

cij  c i ( x ) j ( x )1  w( x )  w0 ( x )2 dx
0





1

K ij  i( iv )( x ) j ( x )1  w( x )  w0 ( x )2 dx

(19)

0

1



Fe j (t )   2 (VDC  VACC Cos(t ))2  j ( x)dx
0

1

 n

Fm j   1  j ( x )
qi ( t )i ' ' ( x )  w0' ' ( x ) 1  w( x )  w0 ( x )2 dx




 i 0

0



1



2

1
 n
 n




 N
qi ( t )i' ( x ) dx  2  qi ( t )i ' ( x ) w0' ( x )dx






0  i 0
0  i 0





Starting bby computing the integrals of
o Eq. (19) annd then by usinng the Runge--Kutta techniqque, the dynam
mic response
of the arrc beam is obbtained by tim
me-integratingg Eq. (18). U
Using four sym
mmetric modee shapes (by solving the
eigenvecttor problem inn Eq. (16) ), goood agreement is reported inn Figs. 8(a) annd 8(b) betweeen the simulattions and the
experimenntal results foor VTH=3.5V ((VDC=15V, VAC=15V) and VTH=4V (VDC=
=10V, VAC=100V), respectiveely. In Figs.
8(a) and 8(c), we show
w that using either
e
four exaact mode shappes of the arc beam under electrothermaal voltage or
using fivve symmetric mode shapes of unactuateed straight beeam yields thee same resultt. For VTH=4V
V, Fig. 8(c),
increasingg more the ellectrostatic forrce, we start tto have a missmatch betweeen the experim
mental and thhe analytical
results aroound the first mode. On thee other hand, tthe ROM was able to detectt the responsee of the system
m around the
third modde accuratelyy, Figs. 8(c) aand 8(d). Incrreasing more the electrothhermal voltagge VTH=5V (after veering
regime), Fig. 8(d), thee ROM was able to detectt the change of the nonlinnear behavior of the third mode from
hardeningg to softening behavior whille failing to acccurately prediict the responsse around the first mode.

(a)

(b)

15

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8: Annalytical and exxperimental freqquency response curves of arcc beam (3) undeer electrostatic force and diffeerent constant
electrotherrmal voltages. ((a) VTH=3.5V, VDC=15V and VAAC=15V, (b) VTHH=4V, VDC=10V
V and VAC=10V
V, (c) VTH=4 V, VDC=15V and
VAC=15V, (d) VTH=5V, VDDC=20V and VACC=20V. The assuumed exact moode shapes are obtained
o
by solvving the eigenveector problem
e
vvoltage and SB (straight beam
m) mode shapes refers to thosee of a straight
associated with Eq. (16) at a constant electrothermal
unactuatedd beam.

One can nnote that the R
ROM could nnot accurately capture the ddynamic behavvior near and after veering. One reason
might be that the ROM
M does not takee into consideeration the conntribution of thhe out-of-planne and rotationnal modes in
the respoonse, which exxperimentally are observed to affect the response. Wee have noticedd high sensitivvity of such
modes ass increasing thhe electrotherrmal voltage as seen durinng the experim
ment using thhe high speedd camera. In
addition tto the fabricattion imperfectiions, another ppotential sourrce of error is the clamping condition thatt is assumed
in the moodel to be withh zero slopes. Experimentall images sugggest that this m
might not be aaccurate. Otherr techniques
can be em
mployed to demonstrate thheoretically thhe veering pheenomenon, maainly the mulltiple scale meethods [30],
which willl be considereed in future w
work.
6.

C
Conclusions

In this paaper, we show
wed that by chhoosing carefuully the geomeetric parameteers of an initiaally curved arrc beam, the
veering pphenomenon caan be activated. High tunabbility for the firrst two symmetric resonancce frequencies is shown as
varying tthe compressivve load inducced by the appplied electrotthermal voltagge. We studied theoreticallyy, using the
reduced oorder model, aand experimenntally the dynaamic behavior of such resonnator before, att, and after veering. In the
veering reegime, the firsst and third moodes exchangee energy. Afteer veering, we demonstratedd that the thirdd mode takes
the nonlinnear behaviorr of the first m
mode before veering and starts
s
to be more
m
sensitive than the first mode. We
showed tthat the ROM
M can capturee most of the dynamical bbehavior; how
wever suffers nnear the veerring regime,
potentiallly due to the activation of thhe rotational modes
m
near thiss regime.
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 The effect of the initial shape, arc and cosine wave, is investigated theoretically and experimentally
on the static and dynamic behavior of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) resonators.
 An electrothermally tuned and electrostatically driven initially curved MEMS resonators is used to
study the activation of veering phenomenon.
 By carefully choosing the geometrical parameters and the shape of the initial curvature for arc
beams, the first resonance frequency increases up to twice its fundamental value and the third
resonance frequency decreases until getting very close to the first resonance frequency triggering
the veering phenomenon.
 Around the veering regime, the dynamic behavior of the arc beam for different electrostatic loads is
investigated experimentally and analytically. The analytical study is based on a reduced order model
of a nonlinear Euler-Bernoulli shallow arch beam model.

